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Q. What were the symptoms or sort of the

E-ituation in Poland lets say leading up to the

war leading up to 1939 Before you know the

initial divisionof Poland

A. In 1939

Q. Before.

IC A. Yeah there was lot of political

Ii tenin as you know between Poland and Russia.

12 Poland and Cerry. And Poland we kr1ew that

13 the ar was gc..nj to break. The çuestOfl was Only

14 when. And so ye e-e rot oiy ar.pontcd and

15 surprised thet the war brcke out Cctober

QO
17 Yeah.

18 A. But you asked re what was the

19 C. The personal situation

A. You are talking about our personal

21 fe
22 Q. Yeah.

23 A. And our families

24 Yeah.

25 A. And our town



Q. Yeah. Personal life.

A. Yeah. was 16 years old in 1939 and

remember that life in Polish gymnasium was very

unpleasant.

Why Because Polish professors and

students had very negative attitude towards us.

The Jews were definitlY persecuted in every

respect. In school particularly. It was

viciOus form of imprisonment in Polish gymnasium.

10 We had to work harder than Polish students to get

11 the same grade much much harder. We were

12 threatened very often that we were going to

13 inaudible you know.

14 Q. So what

15 A. As far as social life there was very

16 little socia1izing between us and them. As far as

17 our social activities we were always very

18 frequently physically threatened by them.

19 remember once when we went to play soccer in

20 YUROSTROW we were attacked. We were very

21 frequently abused insulted and physically

22 attacked on the streets of YTJROSTRTJM in 1938 and

23 39. This was the year when Polish people were

24 boycotting many Jewish establishments little

25 stores. So the situation of Jews was far from



desirable. It was very we were very

uncomfortable.

Q. Was there much talk in your family about

doing something leaving Poland going somewhere

else

A. In 1939 never heard anybody in my

family discussing leaving Poland. And there was

not too much discussion about the war either

although there was lot of tension political

10 tension at that time. When you read foreign

11 newspapers you knew what was going on but in

12 reading Polish newspapers we knew very little and

13 we didnt believe that it inaudible. But after

14 listening to foreign radios English radios and

15 so on we were warned that the war could break any

16 moment because Germany was mobilizing already two

17 months prior you see and provoking Poland. Two

18 or three months..-prior to the outbreak of war.

19 Q. So what happened since you lived in

20 YUROSHWA what happened when the war broke out

21 A. The war broke out. YUROSHWA as you

22 know was far away from the border. And the

23 German Army assaulted Poland on three fronts but

24 the main front was the western front. They went

25 through Kracow Posnan and through the northern



part of the Baltic.

Q. Yeah.

A. And then they attacked from Prussia

towards Warsaw and then at the end they attacked

from the southern part from Czechoslovakia towards

us. So would say that for the first five days

we were in YUROSHWA think for at least five

days or even seven days we remained in

YUR-OSI-WA. YUROSHWA was bombarded from the

10 air. This distinctly remember almost every

11 day. But only military targets were bombarded

12 from the air attacked from the air. Railroad

13 stations attacked from the air. We saw the German

14 airplanes. And the military establishments.

15 0. Where was the Polish Army at this

16 point

17 A. The Polish Army there was practically

18 no Polish Army- in YUROSHWA. Everything was on

19 the western front. All of those soldiers were

20 sent to the western front. As child remember

21 how they used to prepare those people. Row they

22 used to come to YTJROSLOW because YUROS--LOW had

23 f-our military how you call this

24 Q. Kaserne

25 A. Kaserne bases important. And out of



30000 of total population of YUROSHWA would

you believe there were 6000 soldiers during

peacetime in YtJR-OSHWA. So two months before the

war you could see already the preparations g9ing

on. They used to enlist lot of civilians and

they used remember when they used to come

first to the barber shops and shaves and then

they were equipped and trained there. We used to

see them being trained and then shipped to the

10 front. This was going on for at least two months

ii before the war those preparations. You see the

12 mood was rather defeatist generally among the

13 polish people. You had to feel that the people

14 just didnt have confidence they can do anything

15 about it. This is lost cause to fight this

16 Hitler because after all what he did before. He

17 got Austria in day and he got Czechoslovakia in

18 day withput the resistance. And Poland wanted

19 to resist and we didnt believe that England and

20 France who had nonaggression pact with Poland

21 they signed just before the war we had great

22 doubts they are going to come to our help. So

23 when the war broke and we knew already that poland

24 that France and England is not participatiflg

25 we decided this is lost cause which could last



maybe week or two.

Q. So what did your family do

A. So on the seventh day we decided to go

east. And instead to do what the Army did and the

smart people to escape completely from Poland and

go to Romania like my two uncles did we were

going east. Our neighbor upstairs in YUROSHWA

remember that house he was horse

merchant. He was dealing with horses. So he had

10 four best horses available and big wagon. No

11 car available at that time. He had three good

12 daughters. He loaded them onto the wagon and he

13 took us.

14 Mv father was doctor you know. He

15 says says inaudible friend he decides. So

16 there were me his three daughters and the two

17 parents. So we were about eight people together

18 and..-we were traveling for approximatelY ten days

19 only at night walking. The wagon carried all our

20 suitcases and baggage and food. And then we were

21 stopping during the day and in the morning at

22 farms and stayed at farms at different farm

23 houses.

24 How did we go We went northeast

25 think to the area of Lublin. remember we stayed



in Lublin. And then we went further crossed at

the river Bug it is called and went to

HIRAMATLER woods. And this was the place

think was town maybe about 50 60 kilometerS

east of the RussianPolish border where the

Russian Army when encountered the Russian

Army. You know that Russia and Germany made their

agreement think after the on the 15th of

October to partition Poland. So they came to

10 invaded Poland think middle of October. So

11 they came met them in the woods at that time

12 the Russian Army.

13 Q. And then

14 A. We stayed in the woods for few days

15 and then we got message from my uncle Henry

16 KREPS the father of GERTA that we should come

17 to CHAMISH because hets in CPAMISH the whole

18 familys there. So we came to LABOOK by train.

19 The trains were running. And then we came to

20 CRAMIS end of October or beginning of November.

21 And this was already under Russians everything

22 the government and so on. And went to

23 gymnasium. In CHAMISH they had three

24 gymnasiumS. They had gymnasium with Polish

25 teaching language Russian and Jewish. So went



to the Polish gymnasium and continued until 1941

in June and there was matriculated.

Q. You were how old

A. In 1941 18.

My father got job in 1939 under the

Russians. He got job in factory as

physician. He had to walk three miles each way.

My mother was at home.

Q. Where were you living

10 A. Where did we live

11 Q. With the KREPS family

12 A. We lived in the house owned by KREPS

13 family. KREPS family lived there for year.

14 They had to leave because they were harassed

15 tremendouslY by the Russians. They were called

16 capitalists because he owned store. He was

17 capitalist so he was not security risk so he

18 couldnt stay in the town of CHAMISH which was

19 border town for security reasons. He was so much

20 harassed so much goods were taken away money

21 everything jewelry. He used to send me at night

22 with the materials with the fabrics to various

23 friends to hide these things he couldnt sell.

24 Q. And

25 A. And this was until 1941.



The border we lived on the border as

you know at least 200 meters from the SAN which

was the borderline. And at 400 we were awakened

by explosions and we knew the war broke. So. after

two hours we decided to leave the house. We felt

that we are not safe being so close.

Q. Were there Russian soldiers on the

streets

A. There were many Russians running various

10 directions. They were panicking. They didnt

11 know what happened. They didnt know what to do.

12 They were completely disorganized. There was no

13 leadership there. They didnt know what to do

14 where to go. And eventually they all were running

15 away on their own.

16 Q. In different directions

17 A. On their own. Which means this was not

18 an organized retreat on their part.

19 Q. And there were civilians on the street

20 A. There were fleeing too. So we decided

21 to go to center of the city to big apartment

22 building which was known to have very deep

23 basement. We felt this would be safer. And we

24 stayed there for 24 hours under continued

25 bombardment. You could hear explosions every



10

minute or two from various directions various

sounds.

Q. Was the bridge blown up connecting the

two sides of the city

A. Both bridges were destroyed by the

retreating Polish Army. CHAMISH had two bridges

the vehicular and the railroad bridge. They were

bombed and destroyed.

Q. So the Germans crossed on boats

10 A. On boats. So on the second day in the

11 morning saw German soldier coming descending

12 the stairs and saying to us we are sorry you are

13 here but thjs is war. This is ENKREEK.

14 LUSKAMAMA he said so to us. And next day we

15 packed and went to the house of our my Uncle

Samuel GOLEGER who owned big house much

17 farther from the center of the city in

18 relatively safe area and he could give us place

19 to live. So we went to him and we lived there

20 until 1942 in June when Germans evacuated all the

21 Jews from CHAMISH and herded them into the

22 ghetto.

23 Q. So what was that year like Tell us

24 about that.

25 A. From 1941 in June when the Germans came
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until the ghetto was established was working in

variouS establishments. was working as

carpenter and was working in machine factory

and was coming home after work. We all were

wearing arm bands with Jewish star.

Q. When was that order given

A. This order was given just at the

beginning almost right away when they caine we

had Jewish star arm bands. And of course we

10 lived under great restrictions. We were not

11 allowed to go at night think after seven or

12 eight p.m. And we were not allowed to go to

13 movies. We had no schools. And was wGrking

14 until my father was working as physician in

15 hospital.

16 Q. And he knew some Germans

17 A. In Jewish hospital.

18 He didnt meet any Germans at that time.

19 Q. No

20 A. In 1939 in 1941 he met later. He

21 worked first in the hospital. When the war broke

22 he worked in huge hospital which was military

23 hospital and then became German military hospital

24 and he became very well acquainted with many

25 German doctors. He had wonderful relationship
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in the beginning. But then of course he had to

be dismissed and he worked in small hospital

which was called the Jewish hospital church you

see. Thats the hospital he worked in 19 end

of 41 until 42.

You asked me if he knew any Germans He

became befriended with German captain of the

Wermacht who came from the Russian front and he

looked for excuse to get out be dismissed from

10 the Army. He was sick and he was faking and he

11 was simulating certain illnesses so they gave him

12 few months of leave whatever its called. So

13 dont know how he met him but he came to our

14 house on three occasions and was discussing war

15 with us.

16 Q. Samuel GOLE--GERS house then

17 A. Yes. To the house where we lived.

18 Q. as he telling.anything about what was

19 going on mean

20 A. He was telling us in 1942 in spring

21 the situation is very bad on the Russian front.

22 It was of course we read only about German

23 victorieS but the Germans had tremendous losses.

24 And the -winter was very difficult for them and

25 the morale is declining. As the German soldiers
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in Germany and the Wermacht in Germany had great

doubts that they can continue the war for too

long.

Q. Did he tell you anything

A. This was the feeling among Germans.

Q. Did he tell

A. Thats what he said.

Q. Did he tell you anything about the

internal situation for Jews inside Germany

10 A. dont know if he was discussing this

11 in detail but he was aware of the fact that

12 First of all forgot to tell you when the

13 Germans came in 1941 lot of Jews were shot.

14 Many Jews were taken from homes at random and also

15 many were taken those who were known to be

16 political leaders Jews zho were politically

17 involved Jews who were known for association in

18 Zionist organizations and so on were taken and

19 shot in CHAMISM. Many more in other towns than

20 CHAMISH.

21. Q. So did your father and your mother

22 uncles was there talk of leaving or trying to

23 escape or was this

24 A. 1941 nobody was talking about escape

25 because we led relatively peaceful lives. And
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then of course we were receiving messages and

news that they are building extermination camps.

They are taking Jews from small towns already to

certain areas where they are being gassed you

know.

Q. You heard this

A. Exterminated en masse.

Q. How did this news

A. This news was trickling in already in

10 the spring of 42 to us that Jews from bigger

11 cities where ghettos were being formed were then

12 taken from ghettos into those extermination

13 camps. But not too many Jews believed in all

14 those stories you see. This was the talk. This

15 was the talk. But there was not too much belief

16 into those things which was mass extermination

17 on the German part. And then of course an order

18 came in the spring that ghetto is being forined.

19 That we all will have to evacuate CHAMISH and go

20 to very small designated area.

21 Q. Within the city

22 A. This was maybe the size of square mile

23 or two where they are going to ptit approximately

24 20 to 30 thousand Jews.

25 Q. That was the whole population
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A. However this was not the whole event.

This was the beginning of evacuation also.

Because once the ghetto was formed and all the

Jews were there socalled AKSHION started an

AKSHION used to be called AKSHI--ON evacuation

process into the extermination camps. So great

number of Jews were taken at that time. Those who

were old those who were sick the children and

those who didnt work in important

10 establishments. You see work in an important

1.1 establishment. work with my friend MARCEL

12 TAUK-MAN and others on the other side of CHAMISH

13 in military base. We were building barracks

14 you see and we had work so we were excluded from

15 that AKSHION from evacuation.

16 0. But you knew people who were taken away

17 in the first

18 A. Of course. would say that half of the

19 ghetto was evacuated at that time in June and half

20 of and those people who were evacuated was

21 told went to Treblinka.

22 So my father later got new position.

23 He was physician in inaudible.

24 Say it in German.

25 A. No cannot say it in German. cant
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say in Polish when you get tired you know.

He was examined you see when the

Germans gave orders for example to the Judenrat

Judenrat was the counsel of the Jews which was

governing the Jewish community if they gave

them an order to supply lets say 2000 workers

to repair the br.idge because Germans feverishly

were repairing those two bridges they needed

them because Polish soldiers demolished them. So

10 when they gave an order to supply 2000 workers

11 you see my father was associated with this labor

12 board and he could give excuses. He could give

13 medical excuses not to take this one and not to

14 take that one. But how many people he could

15 excuse So in 1942 the Germans also put ransom

16 on the Jewish community even before the

17 evacuation. And dont know the details of the

18 ransom but think they demanded gold and jewelry

19 and many other things. And of course because my

20 father was associated with was physician

21 associated with the labor arm with the

22 Q. Judenrat

23 A. Yeah the Judenrat. He was not in

24 Judenrat but he was physician who could exclude

25 people from going to work so he was more or less
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in this Jewish government somehow so he could

give them excuse. So they thought if hes giving

them excuses maybe hes taking their money for

this. So they thought he was very rich that he

is loaded with gold and diamonds and who knows

what that he should contribute to that ransom.

See this moment remember very well when he was

called by the Judenrat at night because Judenrat

was desperate at that time to meet the deadline

10 for that ransom. understand the ransom was also

11 given for reasons that maybe they were promising

12 Judenrat if they would receive that gold and

13 diamonds they may not evacuate so many thousand

14 Jews they may spare them and leave them in

15 Germany So the question was where to get these

16 things. So they went to my father. They were

17 convinced that he has. And this remember

18 distinctly. The Judenrat came around 12 or one or

19 two in the morning and demanded that my father

20 dresses and goes to the Judenrat to testify and do

21 something. And went with them and he pleaded

22 that he has nothing and if they dont believe

23 they can come to us and take the whole house-

24 whatever. They didnt get anything.

25 At any rate the situation was such that
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he lost that job because of that. You see they

didnt get anything from him. They still didnt

trust him but they didnt get anything because

there was nothing to take. So if he lost the job

he was not associated with the government of the

Jewish community so he was not excluded from

evacuation. So he knew he was going t.o perish.

Samuel C-QLEGER my uncle was part of

the Judenrat. And Samuel GOLEGER for that

10 reason was allowed to remain in his house which

11 was outside the ghetto boundary for much longer

12 period of time. There were number of other

13 prominent Jews allowed to remain for while

14 longer outside of the ghetto. So we decided that

15 my father and mother would hide in his house with

16 the girl

17 Q. What date was this

18 A. This was June July 1942. And with them

19 was the girl was going with. Her name was

20 ELENA FRANISHBEADEL. have her pictures at

21 home have her you know poetry everything.

22 Inaudible.

23 So we took them to special room and

24 then transferred them to the attic. And when

25 came to that house two days later from work to ask
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them how the situation is was told that the

Germans came the day before and they were taken

away and shot. was also told that they were

denounced by tJkranians and Polish people

denounced that they reported to the Germans that

Jews are illegally hiding upstairs. Thats what

was told later. Samuel GOLE--GER met me and he

couldnt look at me. He just looked down because

he felt mean dont know how looked when

10 came to him and got the news but was

11 completely paralyzed. And he couldnt look at my

12 face. And he says there is nothing we could have

13 done because they went upstairs they took them

14 right away. And your girl. And he told me that

15 hes completely resigned to go with other Jews

16 that hes resigning from Judenrat. His wife told

17 me that Le wanted to commit suicide after that.

18 Two days later the AKSHI--ON was

19 progressing and he volunteered to go on train

20 which was going to Treblinka. He couldnt

21 tolerate the tragedy which occurred. This was his

22 sister. So he left. He left with his wife. And

23 think the train went to Treblinka. Two of his

24 children YtJRKA and LEIKA remained in ghetto and

25 they survived the AKSHION because they were
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working. And this was the end of the first

AKSRION. dont know the statistics. dont

know how many Jews from CHAMISH ghetto were

transported but the ghetto was half the size

after the AKSRION.

July 42 until November was working on

the other side of the San River in the German

kaserne there or German military base which

specialized in equipping German soldiers going to

10 the Russian front. Those who were coming from

11 Germany were equipped prepared and rested. Also

12 Italian soldiers were coming to this kaserne

13 being equipped for the German front. Later at

14 the end of 1942 more German and Italian soldiers

15 were coming back from the Russian front on the way

16 back to Germany some of them wounded. But what

17 our function was to sort the clothing shoes and

18 SO on because they were being disinfected there

19 when they were coming from Russia back to

20 Germany.

21 What were we doing there We were

22 building barracks. Mostly was employed as

23 carpenter there. This is the place where met

24 the Italians and learned how to speak Italian

25 inaudible.
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How did we survive those months We

were taking uniforms and carrying them to ghetto

on ourselves and selling them shoes uniforms

and so on. The girls who were working in the

German kaserne were sorting them. And think the

men were ENKLOUSING them. And then they were

meeting girls were meeting men in the

latrines. Latrines had two rows. One row was for

women the other one was for men. And the women

10 were coming on one side and pushing the clothing

11 underneath the mens. And men were putting two or

12 three pants on themselves and then going back to

13 ghetto and selling them. And you could live from

14 one pair of pants for week get enough food from

15 the farmers. Those were mostly uniforms which

16 were fatigue uniforms which were not so easy to

17 recognize or regular German uniforms. They were

18 dying them you know and they were using them.

19 Those items were very difficult to get in 1942.

20 And food was exchanged for them.

21 This is the way survived those few

22 months working there and bringing uniforms.

23 Once put three pair of pants or four

24 pair of pants and was recognized by German

25 because am bulging. And he asked me to come to



him and pull the pants down. was with another

friend of mine. And if you caught Jew stealing

German property this already was equivalent to

death then. So they put us in cell immediately

immediately and they told us that we will be shot

the same day.

This happened think in the morning.

And MARCEL TAUKMAN was working with me and there

was another girl working with me. Her name was

10 LUTCI FRANKEN--BAUM or FINENBAUM. She was

ii exceptionally good looking. And she went to S.S.

12 and was told by MARCEL that somebody donated

13 something diamond or something but others told

14 me that her influence was sufficient was the only

15 factor in releasing me me not the friend of

16 mine. And she was asking for me specifica1lY to

17 release me. dont know how she did it.

18 But they released me and went to

19 ghetto. The other guy was shot the same night.

20 Early in the morning in the room where slept

21 with MARCEL TAUKMAN his father and my COUSin

22 SASH-A ZOSH-A brick was thrown through the

23 window and broke the entire window and landed on

24 the bed. That brick was thrown by the mother of

25 the boy who was shot that night.
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So this was my first episode of

survival how survived escape first my first

escape from death. This was in the fall of 1942.

The Italians called her Lucia DEVENEETATURA.

She was so beautiful. When we were coming from

ghetto we were marching and we always put them

in the middle. Three or four were in the line

you know. There were about 30 workers marching

from ghetto to over the bridge you know to

10 work. And she was always in front. And we were

11 coming to the German kaserne and the Italians were

12 already waiting outside. They knew that we were

13 coming. And they were talking in Italian. They

14 were really throwing themselves to her she was so

15 gorgeous. And of course they helped us lot

16 too We were exchanging lot of goods little

17 things that inaudible. They were bringing us

18 foods all jhe time. They were exceptional

19 quality. They were not afraid to socialize with

20 ourselves. To the German this was unthinkable.

21 And then of course in November of 42

22 the second AK-SHION took place. And then knew

23 that am losing the job. And they only selected

24 think about 500 or 1000 Jews to remain in

25 CHAMISH ghetto. Very influential and very
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important positions. And the job which had was

already discontinued. So was hiding in the

cellar. And survived that AKSHION. could

observe everything that was going on through- the

window of that attic how they were handling Jews

and pushing them.

Q. You were alone in the attic

A. few of us were hiding there. But

saw what was going on how they were handling

10 people and pushing them to trains which were

11 probably going also to Treblinka. Or who knows

12 to any other extermination camps. So after the

13 AKSHION those who already survived and were

14 designated to stay were free to you know So

15 we were free mingling and walking around and

16 then an order came that most of us would have to

17 be moved to special labor camp called CHAMNIA.

18 So was glad tha-t was selected to go. think

19 half maybe thousand were selected to go to the

20 labor camp. And went with some other friends.

21 It was decent labor camp. It was not very

22 difficUlt for me. They gave me job there. And

23 in disinfection ANSTALT which means we were

24 cleaning people who came disinfecting the

25 clothing cleaning sorting and so on which was
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good because we always find something you know

to steal and then exchange with the farmers for

food. And months later MARCEL TAUKMAN came

there so washed him and disinfected him and

fed him because had access to food. spent

the two months in the CHAMNIA camp. It was in

the Carpathian mountains. And there was not too

much persecution witnessed there. witnessed

only one execution that remember. few people

10 wanted to escape inaudible.

ii In November of 42 43 worked in the

12 kaserne from July 42 until the second AKSHION

13 which took place in the summer of 43. And then in

14 summer of 43 after the AKSHION was over they

15 took majority of Jews from CHAMISH to CHAMNIA in

16 the summer of 43. And was among them.

17 Q. And were you there for two months

18 A. And was there for two months. Now

19 few weeks after me MARCEL TAUK-MAN came because

20 they evacuated more or less the entire ghetto.

21 And maybe left 100 people. Thats it. So from

22 practical point of view by November of 43 the

23 CHAMISH ghetto was almost completely free of

24 Jews. In 1943 in November after two months

25 staying in CHAMNIA we were taken to Auschwitz.
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And how was the trip to Auschwitz Do

remember the details know they gave us

barrel of soup. Was it beet soup or dont know

exactly what kind. And the transfer lasted thaybe

eight or ten hours. We rode in cattle train

locked. And we caine to Auschwitz.

Q. Where did they tell you they were taking

you

A. They told us we are going to AusChWitZ.

10 Q. Which yOU knew what that meant

11 A. And knew what it means. It means

12 either death right away or work and death later

13 because yOU cant last too long.

14. Q. How did you know about what Auschwitz

15 A. They told us inaudible. We already

16 knew. We already knew after the first AKSRION

17 in June of 42 and then the second AKSRION which

18 was June 43. Its very possible there was another

19 AKSRION in the fall of 42. Its very possible.

20 dont remember exactly the dates.

21 The fact remained that remained there

22 until the summer of 43. And in 43 we already

23 knew and we believed that Jews are being

24 exterminated on mass scale. We knew that. They

25 were being gassed. We already knew the names of
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camps. How did we know Because we knew that

people had some people had escaped. And we

knew from witnesses from polish witnesses from

Polish underground which was supplying us. We

knew from radio from BBC radio who was you

know transmitting news.

Q. Were there thoughts to join the

resistance Was there any way for you to do

that Or to

10 A. There were many things you see.

11 cannot remember everything at once. But had

12 friend who joined the resistance who was

13 executed. think it was in 1943.

14 Q. But not many people did that

15 A. No.

16 Q. What was the Why did people

17 A. Not too many people in Polish ghetto

18 joi.ned the resistance.

19 Q. Did many people try to escape to the

20 forests or

21 A. am sure there were many people who

22 were escaping. There were many people who were

23 called you see who escaped. remember once an

24 executiofl in Polish ghetto few escapees.

25 remember one who was in an underground was
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executed. was nevez thinking in terms of

escaping. After lost my parents decided that

will never fight or try to escape or do anything

to save myself. had an attitude of complete

resignation. am going to go wherever they take

me. And will do whatever can to survive as

far as hunger is concerned physical survival.

But will not try to escape to remove myself from

the situation.

10 Q. Was this common attitude do you

11 think

12 A. This was the most common attitude. Very

13 few people have the courage for example to break

14 wire in the train and jump from the train you

15 see. You have to have the courage to do it and

16 you have to have you have to be very determined

17 to survive to do it. Many people did this.

18 didnt have any desire do this because didnt

19 care. But when went to Auschwitz already then

20 cared to survive because when you are hungry

21 then you fight for food. So actually you are

22 fighting hunger more than you try to survive.

23 Because when you are hungry you do anything you

24 know to satisfy yourself. So you steal the

25 food.
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So when came to Auschwitz in first

encounter was with Mengele.

Q. You caine off the

A. It was in the station on the Auschwitz

Birkenau not Auschwitz BirkenaU station.

And we knew what he is doing. And we knew that he

selects people the left or right. This was

known thing. And was selected and TAUKMAN and

few friends to go to work. was told later

10 that my two cousins who were there LEIKA and

11 YURKA were not selected. LEIKA. That LEIKAS

12 husband was selected to work whom later met in

13 Auschwitz. LEIKA was not selected because she

14 was pregnant. She was pregnant. And was sent

15 to the logger in Birkenau which was the first

16 camp which was called quarantine camp. You

17 had to remain there for two months under

18 quarantine to see if you have any contagioUS

19 diseases. And so we were just sitting there and

20 waiting for two months.

21 Q. You didnt work or

22 A. Then we were sent after two months in

23 December think jn1943 or January 44 to

24 Logger D. Logger was the working logger. When

25 came to Logger they told me that there is
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barrack in Logger where you cannot enter. In

Logger there was bar rack which was occupied by

the people who work in the crematOria. It was

called the SonderkomrflafldO. So was in

different barrack. And it was there they told me

this is the SonderkommandO. They get special

food special treatment and every month they kill

them and they take other people. So was taken

to place outside Birkenau. We were working in

10 digging canals or something like that. And

ii remember that we were frozen to death when we were

12 going to work in those thin uniforms with SS

13 guards and German shepherds guarding us.

14 And we were working once on the railroad

15 stations which was unloading potatoes. There

16 were always potato peels and was stealing them

17 and was caught stealing them. This was only

18 week or two after started to work on Logger

19 week or two. But know that within two weeks

20 lost maybe 10 15 pounds already. was aware of

21 the fact that am going to work longer in D. And

22 work and walk to work in the winter. think we

23 were marched maybe five miles in each direction

24 and working a11 day under cold conditions winter

25 conditionS. And we were not welldressed. And as
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far as food rations we were getting soup and

bread once day only. But this will not last

long. So we were stealing not to survive but we

were hungry to death. And was beaten by an iron

rod they gave me. told you the story. And

developed infections in my buttock. Buttock was

completely swollen after few days and went.- to

the hospital. The doctor in the hospital advised

me the only way he can can be saved if this

10 is incised and the pus is evacuated and the best

11 thing for me to go to the hospital. The

12 hospital was Logger F. And after Logger was the

13 crematoriUm. See BirkenaU was divided into those

14 loggers which are longitudinally located. Each

15 logger was about thousand yards long. A. was

16 for Czech Jews. was for Gypsies. was the two

17 labor camps that they had workers working in

18 various azeas. dont remember what it was.

19 was the hospital.

20 When you went to the hospital ienge1e

21 used to come there every month and select the very

22 weak ones because he needed hospital beds so it

23 was logical that every month he has to take the

24 weak the hopeless and they were taken to the

25 crematoria every month. It so happened when
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came there think in January there was no

selection until March. for two months or April

dont remember exactly. At any rate this whole

infection healed. It healed basically also

because received extra food from doctor who

knew my father. So

Q. nonJewish doctor

A. He was Jewish doctor. think this

was the main reason that did receive extra

10 ration soup somehow. And after when this

11 healed in March it was either March or April of

12 44 they took me back to Quarantine A. In

13 Quarantine they gave me job in the hospital

14 lived in the hospital barrack where really

15 recovered well.

16 Suddenly order came that they need space

17 because this was the time when the Hungarian Jews

18 were being evacuated. So without any notice out

19 of the blue sky Mengele came to the big barrack

20 where was living. Barrack consisted at least of

21 300 to 400 people. He suddenly came. He said to

22 everybody please undress. And everybody

23 undressed and stood in lines on both sides. You

24 know thebunk beds were on both sides. And was

25 on one side next to few doctors. There were
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always some doctors in each barrack. There were

few doctors there and he comes in and he says

all the doctors please write their numbers down

because we have numbers.

And then he started inspection. He goes

all around all around. And then he comes to me.

And he says write this number. And he asks the

man who was in charge of the barrack Well who

is this fellow and why is he here

10 So he told him that had an infection

11 was in the hospital and am here now. He

12 inaudible. So those numbers which were written

13 those were the people who were excluded. We

14 didnt know what it meant. We realized later

15 next day that those people whose numbers were not

16 registered by Mengele those were the people who

17 had to leave the barracks. They needed space for

18 Hungarian Jews.

19 It was very peculiar thing very

20 peculiar. It was very unusual situation for me

21 because knew many people there and all night

22 people were lamenting and they were preparing

23 themselves that- they are going to die next day.

24 They still didnt believe because they were not

25 told but this was the routine This was the
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intent. And the doctors were always excluded you

see.

In the morning every one of the

inaudible they were marching all of them

marching them out. And we left there. There were

about five six doctors. All of them Dutch

remember from Holland. And was with them.

Who else was left few people who

were in charge of this barrack. Truth of Ministry

10 in barrack. Its peculiar coincidence. It was

1. very peculiar. still cant explain. was

12 sleeping before this came. So maybe dont

13 know maybe looked healthy or maybe looked

14 peculiar to him. Or why should he have come and

15 stopped in front of me See those things cant

16 forget that he was walking and walking and

17 walking and then he stopped in front of me and he

18 asked me who am.

19 Q. Were you keeping in touch with other

20 people like MARCEL you said was at the camps

21 A. MARCEL knows that story but MARCEL

22 was not with me when 1enge1e made that selection.

23 He was in camp which was anufactUriflg rubbe-r in

24 Buna with his father so he does know that that

25 preserved. But survived in the quarantine. The
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first two months in the quarantine was

survived about two selections myself and

MARCEL. Because he was corning every few weeks

Mengele and selecting people to make place for

new ones younger and stronger. And MARCELS

father was very lucky to survive two or three

selections. And in the first two monthsof

quarantine was. In the Logger didnt have

any selection because was there for week or

10 two only you see. In the Logger in the

11 hospital this was amazing coincidence this was

12 amazing fate because when went to that hospital

13 there was no selection when was there.

14 Unbelievable.

15 Q. If there had been selection

16 A. If there had been who knows you see.

17 Maybe in the spring of 44 Swiss already had some

18 inflUeflCe was told. The Swiss already coming

19 often and inspected the hospital and this and

20 that. dont know. Maybe this was. It was very

21 peculiar. But when was in quarantine in June

22 when was after that selection was working

23 in hospital in quarantine you see. They

24 gave me job. And then of course the Hungarian

25 tragedy started. We were watching from Logger
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as they were coming to us all the time. The

Hungarian Jews started to come in the summer of

42.

Q. Four

A. 44. Summer of 44 they started to come

and every day transport came. And saw new

faces every day. And we were talking to them.

And believe me they saw the smoke from the

chimneys they knew they were separated from their

10 families from their children and wives and they

11 still didnt believe what was going on and didnt

12 want to admit where they are and what was going on

13 and that people are being massively destroyed. It

14 was unbelievable attitude on part of them. And

15 this lasted until lasted until October 44.

16 October 44 was evacuated and we went

17 to SachsenhaUSefl. SachsenhaUSefl was large camp

18 on the outskirts of Ber-lin. And from

19 SachsenhauSefl think we went for few days to

20 the big underground airplane factory HEINKO

21 factory. HEINKO VERTA which manufactured

22 planes war planes. And think they manufactured

23 the first jet planes there jet engines. And

24 HEINKO factory stayed week and was told

25 if you stay another few weeks you will not survive
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here because over here there is no food left.

met many Russian prisoners there who were barely

walking on their feet. So quickly sold my

leather shoes for bread and thank God through

another fortunate circumstances we were evacuated

from that factory. We stayed there week only.

And we went by train this was already end of 44

through Germany to Bavaria.

And we came in November or December of

10 44 to Bavaria which was already covered by snow

11 the small camp of Landsberg which was called camp

12 number 12. People who were in charge of that

13 particular transfer were Czech and few Hungarian

14 Jews very educated wellspoken in German. They

15 immediately developed excellent rapport and

16 relationship with the SS which was in charge of

17 this camp 12.

18 Through peculiar circumstances

19 dont know how it happened apparently told

20 them have experience in delousing and cleaning

21 washing and so on they put me into that

22 disinfection. So whoever caine you were boiling

23 and disinfecting and stealing clothing and sorting

24 and washing.

25 What did we do with some of this
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clothing People who were working outside took

them and people who were working who were going

outside the camp and worked you see on farms or

so on were selling them to the Germans

apparently. So there was exchange of clothing and

food. This way was getting more food again

through the exchange of clothes. Because you

could not survive too long in any of those camps

on the rations you were getting. In CHAMNIA

10 -had this and here. In Auschwitz was working

11 and in the hospital. And then came remember

12 in logger 12 came transport one day.

13 Hungarian Jews were transported to this

14 camp and then came Jews from other countries. And

15 because of this type of work was doing was

16 able to survive relatively well and was not

17 losing weight. was strong. was able to work.

18 However in January of 45 developed

19 fever. didnt know why. thought maybe had

20 an ordinary infection or cold. It was

21 peculiar fever because for hours had fever

22 then had chills then had fever and had

23 hallucinations. didnt realize who am. So

24 they took me to the hospital for two or three

25 days. Took me to the hospital and think
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lost was in coma for few days. had

remember having hallucinations and later

memorizing. This was typhus. Typhus lasts

think seven to ten days.

How did survive typhus when many

others died Because there was doctor there who

also knew my father. was told that he was

giving me fluid by dropper and he was giving me

food. But after that typhus couldnt even walk

10 because how much you can give under those

ii circumstances how much you inaudible. There

12 were at least few hundred people. There was an

13 epidemic of typhus which is infection transmitted

14 by lice.

15 forgot to tell you that before got

16 typhus ws working in special conrnando outside

17 the camp 12 and every day in the wintertime we

18 took out coats and we put them on the snow for the

19 lice to escape from the clothing. You could find

20 100 to 200 lice coming out of your coat that way.

21 We knew that sooner or later we are going to get

22 typhus because there was no way even this form

23 of disinfection we had was not sufficient to

24 completely kill all the lice. So didnt work

25 all the time in that area. got the position
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outside forgot. What we were doing when we

were working outside.

And when wasworking there in January

one day got the fever and knew after few days

it was typhus and they told me you must go to

the hospital. And was told was there seven to

ten days approximately. Completely emaciated

unable to walk.

How did got my strength There was

10 girl from Lithuania her name was EDITH who

11 was working in the SS kitchen. And she found out

12 or gave her the message through messenger

13 through policeman you know there were Jewish

14 policemen in camp who maintained order. told

15 her want you to send message to her that

16 have recovered from typhus cant wa1k am

17 very weak if she can help me. This particular

18 girl rbecame acquainted before.

19 How liked her. became attracted

20 to her. And was helping her with various

21 things. And was working in the ENKLOUSENT

22 ANSTADT its called where you clean and sort

23 clothing for people who are coming. was finding

24 jewelry sometimes bracelets nice dresses. Once

25 transport came we were talking of gorgeous
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Jewish girls from Budapest. There were at least

50 girls who inaudible. We didnt know what

was it Who are those girls Somebody told us

that these particular girls were at the service of

the SS in Budapest then they were released. They

were beautiful girls. And of course they had to

give all their clothes and put them in prisoners

uniforms. So we got beautiful clothes they give

up from Budapest silk furs and everything

10 and jewelry was there.

11 So remember giving her those things.

12 And she was working in S.S kitchen. And besides

13 we became very friendly. This woman was out in

14 situation with people in that barrack who were

15 convalescing from typhus were getting few

16 ounces of water soup which was water with

17 vegetables and raybe an ounce or two of bread

18 which was half sawdust and half whatgraifl she

19 was sending me the most luxurious food. She was

20 sending me potato butter and cheeses and

21 sausages. It was unbelievable. It became so

22 embarrassing that had to feed the other people.

23 Besides the package which probably weighed two or

24 three pounds became one-pound package because it

25 went through several hands before it came to me.
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One policeman of the guard. Another policeman

would take it from him and transport to it to me.

You know so big package. Amazing how much she

risked. And she was risking this for weeks

sending me those packages. It was unbelievable.

So what kind of work did they do later

think recovered from typhus it was already

March or April maybe. was working in the

camp. dont remember exactly what was doing.

10 But think the middle of April we started

11 evacuations were started. They started to

12 evacuate us. It was march which was very slow

13 march towards the Bavarian Alps because the Third

14 Army think it was the Third Army was

15 advancing.

16 Q. The Amcricans

17 A. Third Army was already advancing. And

18 now evacuation started middle of April. It was

19 slow march which started from Landsberg. think

20 we went north first then we turned south.

21 Q. Why were they evacuating you

22 A. Because they didnt want to every

23 camp was evacuated. They didnt want to let us be

24 liberated by the Americans. And as you know

25 lot of those force marches were started to kill
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the prisoners because the march kills you. Row

much can man march when hes not eating And

most of those people perished during those forced

marches during the evacuation. lot of them were

shot. lot of them froze to death because it

was very cold at that time.

And said to you in the beginning that

our camp was very fortunate because the leadership

was very in very excellent had very

10 excellent rapport with the SS who was in charge of

11 the camp. And remember being told when the SS

12 was marching us that they were marching us

13 purposely slow that they are giving us extra

14 food that they are organizing the food from

15 farmers you see Bavaria on the way. And they

16 are tryin as much as they can to allow most of us

17 to survive because the people who are in charge

18 the Jews promised them this is just talk

19 they are going to be if they allow us to

20 survive they are going to testify for them that

21 they did this and they can save their skins if

22 they do this. You know buy inaudible. He

23 says youre going to commit suicide. If you are

24 not going to save them you are going to help us

25 we will testify against you that you are war
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criminals. And was told that the Jews who were

in charge told them that that its for that

reason we were marched very slowly. We were

making maybe five six miles day sleeping in

relatively good conditions and getting food. On

the way to VOL-FRUTZHAUSEN which is east of

STALGOSAY think we make maybe 50 miles

altogether. We stopped there. We stopped there

think on the 28th or 29th of April and we

10 stayed there under SS supervision. We were fed

11 very well. We were not touched at all. And then

12 we were told that on April the 30th this was the

13 last day of April that the Germans were out.

14 There is no more supervision that they escaped

15 all of them.

16 1ay 1st was snow on the ground and this

17 was the day for the first American soldiers to

18 enter th camp.

19 And have picture of him because

20 later got camera and he was stationed in the

21 area and said Listen now can take picture

22 of you.

23 He was the first man saw with

24 inaudible. shook hands with him. His name

25 was Sgt. Brown. couldnt find him when came
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to Brooklyn. But this is in chronological order.

couldnt get into details.

Q. Dont you think so

A. didnt see too much personal

persecution except that once was beaten you

see almost to death and developed infection which

ordinarily would kill an average person under

those circumstances could not recover.

Q. What was the daily life like an average

10 day in the camp

11 A. Depends which camp and depends when. In

12 CHAMNIA depends what kind of work you had. You

13 had to be very lucky to be in the right camp and

14 to have the right job. When was in Logger in

15 Auschwitz and was in commando which was

16 working outside Birkenau outside BirkenaU

17 not Auschwitz and had to walk to work in the

18 winter for five miles you see if you stay on the

19 job like this for week or two you are gone. So

20 because of that infection could was removed

21 from that commando. If wouldnt have developed

22 that infection would have dropped dead there or

23 would have not survived the selection in

24 Logger D.

25 0. What was the nientality of yourself and
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others this whole time What were people

thinking

A. You dont think too much.

.Q. Or talking between each other

A. You cannot think too much. You dont

talk too much about surviving. Sometimes you

discuss future. Sometimes YOU dont. When you

are young you always have the hope that things

will get better. You dont think in terms that

10 you will be the one who will go next. You never

11 think in those terms. You just go from day to day

12 and try to steal as much food as you can and try

13 to organize food as much as you can because

14 thats the only way you can survive if YOU have

15 that sufficient amount of calories. If not

16 forget about it. And you have to be young

17 because the older people couldnt do it. They

18 couldnt do this for physical reasons. They were

19 too weak. They couldnt do this because they

20 didnt have enough food. They couldnt be so

21 energetic you see and imaginative resourceful

22 like young and have the guts the young people

23 do. Lets face it.

24 And third when you get older you dont

25 have the confidence and you are in despair right
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away. Am right So an older person over 40 50

or 60 in circumstances like this doesnt really

act like youngster who is 18 or 20.

Q. When you were in the year in Auschwitz

were there any stories of people rebelling or

fighting back or

A. remember physician from

KATEL-VIS-A who in 1943 in December escaped with

another one who was in an excellent position in

10 the hospital very responsible. And of course

11 those people had different rations you know.

12 They were protected. And they were very

13 physically strong. They were living and eating

14 normally. And then of course they had the guts

15 maybe. If you are stronger physically and you

16 feel well maybe you have more courge to do

17 things. You have to have certain personality to

18 be to do this to have the guts to escape from

3.9 BirkenaU surrounded by electrified wires then

20 row of another wires and towers and. the third

21 security row where guards patrol with dogs you

22 know. dont know how he escaped. Maybe he had

23 connections.

24 But you know when somebody escaped

25 every evening there was roll call where they
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counted everybody. And if somebody was missing

even if the system didnt detect him then the

silence would right away you know put in

action. So remembered that they would the

sirens were howling all around Birkenau because

three people escaped. And among them was the

physician whom knew from that hospital in Logger

A. And what happened he was caught two days

later. was told Polish family blowed them to

10 the Germans.

11 have recorded this today on June the

12 4th 1985 in the house of my son and his wife in

13 San Francisco. My name is Sigmund Schwarzer.

14 was born January 19 1923 in STANISLAW Poland.
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